
TURNING AMBITION INTO ACTION 
The nuclear industry is faced with great opportunity, galvanized by the need to 
accelerate the deployment of innovation in the collective pursuit of global clean 
energy goals. That’s why in June 2024, the Global Forum for Nuclear Innovation 
(GFNI) is bringing change makers and cross-pollinators from across the world  
to Miami.

WHAT SETS GFNI APART?
Much like our last event in London, GFNI 2024 
will disrupt your expectations of a nuclear energy 
conference. Turning ambition into action requires 
more practice and less preach, so each day 
will be rich in experiential learning and creative 
engagement, providing plenty of opportunity to roll 
your sleeves up and get involved.

This immersive experience will focus on nuclear 
energy and provide participants with a diverse 
toolkit and courage to help tackle the barriers to 
innovation in their organizations. The event will be 
full of innovative thinking, problem solving, and 
collaborative workshopping.

JUNE 24 - 27, 2024
MIAMI BEACH, 
FLORIDA



In 2018, the GFNI concept arose 
as an industry-wide call to 
collectively accelerate change 
and more nimbly translate 
innovative ambition into action 
as it works toward global 
decarbonization goals.  

Since then, efforts led by the 
International Atomic Energy 
Agency (IAEA), OECD Nuclear 

Energy Agency (NEA), National 
Nuclear Laboratory (NNL), EPRI, and 
local host utilities have convened 
a global community with not only 
the ambition, but also the ability 
to drive innovation and positive 
change in the nuclear sector.

To date, two GFNI events in 
Gyeongju, South Korea and 
London, UK have equipped a 

growing network of nuclear 
innovators to think bigger and  
be bolder as they impact change 
in their organizations and in  
the industry. 

EPRI, Florida Power and Light 
Company, and NextEra Energy 
will be the home hosts of the 2024 
event at the Eden Roc hotel in 
Miami Beach.

A CONTINUING EVOLUTION

“WORDS MAY INSPIRE, 
BUT ONLY ACTION 
CREATES CHANGE.”
Simon Sinek

Global influencers, decision makers, and 
achievers at all organizational levels, including 
several outside the nuclear industry, will help 
inspire action and cross-pollinate ideas, 
particularly around 4 Grand Challenges 
identified at GFNI 2022:

• Operating a Lean 
Machine

• Beyond Electricity

WHO WILL ATTEND

• No Talent, No Sector
• Safe Doesn’t Have  

To Be Slow

CONNECT 
WITH US

support@globalnuclearinnovation.com

Global Forum for Nuclear Innovation

@GFNuclearInnovation

EVENT SCHEDULE OVERVIEW 

*Additional information available at 
www.globalnuclearinnovation.com  
as details are finalized

THE STAGE IS SET 
For a glimpse of what’s in store at 
GFNI 2024, check out highlights  
from the 2022 event. 

MON • JUNE 24 Evening Welcome Reception

TUES • JUNE 25 Full Day • Discussions and  
 Immersive Sessions

WED • JUNE 26 Full Day • Discussions and  
 Immersive Sessions

THURS • JUNE 27 Half Day Immersive Session  
 and Possible Local Experience


